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Miki Light, the hard top which lights up 

 
Opac’s range of products is enriched further with a new solution,  

available in a variety of configurations:  
a functional lamellar roof with LED lighting to illuminate the area below  

 
Rivalta di Torino, 14 November 2022 – Opac presents the hard-top with interior lighting, named 
“Miki Light”: a lamellar roof with LED lighting for the area below. At Metstrade in Amsterdam last year, the 
prototype of a single illuminated blade was showcased for the first time globally. Now, in the 2022 edition of 
the premier international fair for marine components, the first complete application of the hard-top with 
interior illumination is officially presented, ready to be launched on the market. 

Opac’s “classic” hard-top is composed of a variable number of blades which rotate electrically to allow the 
desired amount of light or air to reach the flying-bridge or upper deck below. The Miki Light represents a 
major step forward in terms of onboard comfort: the installation of the spotlights flush on the rotating 
blades is such that once the roof is closed, you can continue to fully exploit areas of the vessel where an 
important part of onboard life takes place, and where, in the evenings or at night, greater lighting 
represents a big advantage for sure. 

Thanks to this new solution, when the hard-top is closed, the area below can be illuminated with the desired 
amount of light: the offering is highly customisable, both in terms of the number of blades where light 
points can be installed and also the number of spotlights per blade. The design can be adapted further to 
the needs or preferences of the shipowner, who can also select the light intensity and the colour of the 
spotlights. In addition, by adjusting the opening of the blades, the light beam can be directed onto a clearly 
defined area. 
 
The power supply for the spotlights, which do not require any special maintenance, is guaranteed by the 
boat's electrical system and is adequately protected from adverse weather and marine conditions. The 
system has been designed in such a way that the rotation of the blades during opening and closing does not 
interfere in any way with the electrical wiring. 

The Miki Light is ultimately a practical and elegant product, available in the configurations desired, which 
blends ease-of-use with superior comfort on board. 

 

Opac (www.opacgroup.com) is a company specialising in the study, design and construction of automotive prototypes and soft- and 
hard-top roofs both for cars and the nautical sector. 
For further information, please contact Opac Press Office: 
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